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Quote of the Day

“You tried your best and you failed miserably. The lesson is: Never try.”

Homer Simpson
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Before We Get Started
 Issues covered last time:

 Memory aspects: the cache
 The virtual memory

 Today’s topics
 The virtual memory, wrap up. The TLB
 The shift to parallel computing

 Assignment:
 HW02 – Due today at 11:59 PM, use dropbox at Learn@UW
 HW03 – posted today and due on September 23

 No class on Mo and Wd of next week
 See syllabus for other details
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Short Digression 1:
The Unit of Address Resolution

 How many bits are available for data storage at each address?
 Example:

 We have 232 addresses that we can access
 If each address points to a location that stores 8 bits (one byte) 

then we have 4 GB of addressable memory
 However, if each address refers to a location that stores 2 bytes, 

we have 8 GB of addressable memory
 Intel and AMD CPUs: the unit of address resolution is 1 byte (8 bits)

 Consequence: the Intel 32 bit processors “see” a virtual memory 
space that can be 4 GB big and can reference each byte therein
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Short Digression 2:
32 to 64 Bit Migration – The Need

 If the architecture and OS use 32 bits to represent 
addresses, it means that 232 addresses can be referenced

 If unit of address resolution is 1 byte, that means that the 
size of the virtual memory space can be 4 GB

 This is hardly enough today when programs are very large 
and the amounts of data they manipulate can be staggering

 This motivated the push towards having addresses 
represented using 64 bits: the memory space balloons to 264

bytes, that is 16 times 1,152,921,504,606,846,976 bytes 5



Short Digression 3:
32 to 64 Bit Migration - Implications

 Note that a 64 bit architecture typically calls for two things:

 From a hardware perspective, the size of the registers, 
integer size, and word size is 64 bits
 The microarchitecture changes

 From a software perspective, the program “operates” in a 
huge virtual memory space
 The operating system (OS) is the party managing the execution of a 

program in the 64 bit universe
 Can allocate very large arrays
 In reality, the virtual memory addresses are represented using only 

about 40 to 45 bits 6



Comments on the Page Table
Preamble to TLB.

 The page table is the key ingredient that allows the 
translation of virtual addresses into physical addresses

 Every single process executing on a processor and 
managed by the OS has its own page table

 Page table is stored in main memory
 For a 32 bit operating system size of a page table can be up to 4 

MB in size
 4 MB: 2^20 addresses, each requiring 4 bytes to encode
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The TLB 
[Translation Lookaside Buffer]

 If Page Table stored in main memory it means that each 
address translation would require a trip to main memory
 This would be very costly

 There is a “cache” for this translation process: TLB
 Translation lookaside buffer: holds the translation of a small collection of 

virtual page numbers into frame IDs

 Best case scenario: the TLB leads to a hit and allows for quick translation

 Bad scenario: the TLB doesn’t  have the required information cached and 
a trip to main memory is in order
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Illustration: 
The Role of the TLB
 A TLB is just like a cache with the 

caveat that it is exclusively engaged in 
address translation

 A TLB miss leads to substantial 
overhead in the translation of a virtual 
memory address

 Yet there is something worse: the 
requested frame is not in the main 
memory and a trip to secondary 
memory is in order 

 Called “page fault”
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Page Faults
[different quick topic]

 Memory frame is not in system memory

 As a result, the OS engages in memory paging

 Memory paging is a lengthy process:
 Figure out where the frame is in secondary memory

 Might need to be created first – reason for intense mourning

 Get an empty frame in the system memory
 If none available, you need to evict

 A process can get one of its frames evicted, or the OS might steal frame from different process

 Load data into the available frame
 Update the page table to connect the virtual page to the new memory frame
 Service the memory request

 Memory thrashing
 That situation in which your program keeps running over and over again into page faults
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Memory Access: 
The Big Picture, Includes Cache
 A simplified version of how a memory 

request is serviced presented below
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Why did we bother w/ Virtual Memory?

 To understand how complicated the process of 
accessing data is

 To understand how large the overhead of accessing data 
in system memory is

 To scare you into thinking about how you can organize 
your code so that data is in cache (or some other type of 
fast memory, when available)
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Summary of Topics Covered
[Conclusion of the ME759 Warm-Up]

 Von Neumann computational model
 From code to machine instructions
 Instruction Set Architecture (ISA)
 Transistors as building blocks for control/arithmetic/logic units
 Microarchitecture
 Registers
 Pipelining
 Performance metrics for program execution
 SRAM vs DRAM
 Caches and the hierarchical setup of the memory ecosystem
 Virtual Memory
 Virtual Memory: address translation, TLB, page thrashing
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Exam Type Questions

 When hoping to find a variable stored in the cache, are you looking 
for this variable using its virtual memory address or its physical 
memory address?
 Why?

 What is the size of the Page Table on a 64 bit OS?

 What do you think, should we use 64 bits for indexing into the virtual 
memory or less?
 Why?
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Parallel Computing:
Why?  &  Why Now?
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The Argument We’re Making

 Sequential computing has been losing steam recently

 The immediate future seems to belong to parallel computing 
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CPU Speed Evolution
[log scale]

Courtesy of Elsevier: from Computer Architecture, Hennessey and Patterson, fifth edition 18



…we can expect very little improvement in serial
performance of general purpose CPUs. So if we are to
continue to enjoy improvements in software capability at
the rate we have become accustomed to, we must use
parallel computing. This will have a profound effect on
commercial software development including the languages,
compilers, operating systems, and software development
tools, which will in turn have an equally profound effect on
computer and computational scientists.

19

John L. Manferdelli, Microsoft Corporation Distinguished Engineer, 
leads the eXtreme Computing Group (XCG) System, Security and 
Quantum Computing Research Group 
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Three Walls to Serial Performance

 Memory Wall

 Instruction Level Parallelism 
(ILP) Wall 

 Power Wall

 Not necessarily walls, but 
increasingly steep hills to climb

Source: “The Many-Core Inflection Point 
for Mass Market Computer Systems”, 
by John L. Manferdelli, Microsoft 
Corporation 

http://www.ctwatch.org/quarterly/articles
/2007/02/the-many-core-inflection-point-
for-mass-market-computer-systems/
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Memory Wall

 Memory Wall: What is it?
 The growing disparity of speed between CPU and memory outside 

the chip. 

 Memory latency is a barrier to computer performance improvements 
 Current architectures have ever growing caches to improve the 

average memory reference time to fetch or write instructions or data
 Caches are a transistor black hole, you can never have enough cache it seems
 Also, the larger the cache, the slower it gets

 Memory Wall: due to latency and limited communication bandwidth
beyond chip boundaries. 
 From 1986 to 2000, CPU speed improved at an annual rate of 55% 

while memory access speed only improved at 10%
21



Memory Bandwidths
[typical server and mobile computers]

Courtesy of Elsevier, Computer Architecture, Hennessey and Patterson, fifth edition 22

Server

Mobile



Memory Speed:
Widening of the Processor-DRAM Performance Gap

 The processor: victim of its own success
 So fast it left the memory behind
 A system (CPU-Memory duo) can’t move as fast as you’d like (based on 

CPU top speeds) with a sluggish memory 

 Plot on next slide shows on a *log* scale the increasing gap 
between CPU and memory

 The memory baseline: 64 KB DRAM in 1980

 Memory speed increasing at a rate of approx 1.07/year
 However, processors improved 

 1.25/year (1980-1986)
 1.52/year (1986-2004)
 1.20/year (2004-2010) 23



Memory Speed:
Widening of the Processor-DRAM Performance Gap

Courtesy of Elsevier, Computer Architecture, Hennessey and Patterson, fifth edition 24



Memory Latency vs. Memory Bandwidth

 Latency: the amount of time it takes for an operation to complete
 Measured in seconds
 The utility “ping” in Linux measures the latency of a network
 For memory transactions: send 32 bits to destination and back, measure 

how much time it takes  ! gives you latency

 Bandwidth: how much data can be transferred per second
 You can talk about bandwidth for memory but also for a network 

(Ethernet, Infiniband, modem, DSL, etc.)

 Improving Latency and Bandwidth
 The job of folks in Electrical Engineering
 Once in a while, Materials Science colleagues deliver a breakthrough
 Promising technology: optic networks and layered memory on top of chip
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Memory Latency vs. Memory Bandwidth

 Memory Access Latency is significantly more challenging to improve as 
opposed to improving Memory Bandwidth

 Improving Bandwidth: add more “pipes”.  
 Requires more pins that come out of the chip for DRAM, for instance.  
 Adding more pins is not simple – very crowded real estate plus the technology is tricky

 Improving Latency: no easy answer here

 Analogy: 
 If you carry commuters with a train, add more cars to a train to increase bandwidth
 Improving latency requires the construction of high speed trains

 Very expensive
 Requires qualitatively new technology (Elon Musk’s Hyperloop)
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Latency vs. Bandwidth 
Improvements Over the Last 25 years

27Courtesy of Elsevier, Computer Architecture, Hennessey and Patterson, fifth edition



3D Stacked Memory
[immediate future looks bright]

 SK Hynix’s High Bandwidth 
Memory (HBM)
 Developed by AMD and SK 

Hynix
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 1st Generation (HBM1) introduced in AMD Fiji GPUs
 1GB & 128GB/s per stack
 AMD Radeon R9 Fury X: had four stacks  4GB & 512GB/s

 2nd Generation (HBM2) will be used in NVIDIA Pascal and AMD Arctic Island GPUs
 2 GB & 256GB/s bandwidth per stack
 NVIDIA Pascal reported to have 1TB/s memory bandwidth

[AMD]



[AMD]
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3D Stacked Memory
[immediate future looks bright]

This is a big deal.



3D Stacked Memory

30

 More power efficient

 Shorter distances
 Less power wasted 

moving data

 Smaller memory footprint
 More memory can be 

packed into space

[AMD]



Memory Wall, Conclusions
[IMPORTANT ME759 SLIDE]

 Long and winding conversations with main memory kills execution speed

 Many times you will see that when you run your application:
 You are far away from reaching top speed of the chip
 You may or may not be at top speed for your memory

 You are at top speed: you move lots of data, hitting the max bandwidth (ok, fact of life)
 You are not at top speed: you keep nibbling a little bit here and a little bit there – many 

trips all over the memory for small amounts of data 
 Examples – sparse matrix operations, combinatorics, etc.
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To/From Registers
To/From Cache
To/From RAM
To/From Disk

Memory Access Patterns
Golden
Superior
Trouble
Salary cut

Courtesy of Elsevier, Computer Architecture, Hennessey and Patterson, fifth edition



Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP)
 ILP:  a relevant factor in reducing execution times after 1985

 The basic idea:
 Overlap execution of independent instructions to improve overall performance
 During the same clock cycle many instructions are being worked upon

 Two approaches to discovering ILP

 Dynamic: relies on hardware to discover/exploit parallelism dynamically at run time
 It is the dominant one in the market

 Static: relies on compiler to identify parallelism in the code and leverage it (VLIW)

 Examples where ILP expected to improve efficiency

32

for( int=0; i<1000; i++)
x[i] = x[i] + y[i];

1. e = a + b 
2. f = c + d 
3. g = e * f 



ILP: Various Angles of Attack

 Instruction pipelining: the execution of multiple instructions can be partially overlapped; where each 
instructions is divided into series of sub-steps (termed: micro-operations)

 Superscalar execution: multiple execution units are used to execute multiple instructions in parallel

 Out-of-order execution: instructions execute in any order but without violating data dependencies

 Register renaming: a technique used to avoid data hazards and thus lead to unnecessary serialization of 
program instructions

 Speculative execution: allows the execution of complete instructions or parts of instructions before being 
sure whether this execution is required

 Branch prediction: used to avoid delays (termed: stalls). Used in combination with speculative execution.
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How Microarchitecture 
Reflected into Execution
 Squeeze the most out of each cycle…
 Vertical axis: a summary of hardware assets
 Horizontal axis: time
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The ILP Wall

 For ILP to make a dent, you need large blocks of instructions that can be 
[attempted to be] run in parallel

 Dedicated hardware speculatively executes future instructions before the results of 
current instructions are known, while providing hardware safeguards to prevent the 
errors that might be caused by out of order execution 

 Branches must be “guessed” to decide what instructions to execute simultaneously 
 If you guessed wrong, you throw away that part of the result

 Data dependencies may prevent successive instructions from executing in parallel, 
even if there are no branches
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The ILP Wall

 ILP, the good: 
 Existing programs enjoy performance benefits without any modification
 Recompiling them is beneficial but entirely up to you as long as you stick 

with the same ISA (for instance, if you go from Pentium 2 to Pentium 4 
you don’t have to recompile your executable)

 ILP, the bad: 
 Improvements are difficult to forecast since the “speculation” success is 

difficult to predict
 Moreover, ILP causes a super-linear increase in execution unit 

complexity (and associated power consumption) without linear speedup. 

 ILP, the ugly: serial performance acceleration using ILP plateauing 
because of these effects 
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The Power Wall
 Power, and not manufacturing, limits traditional general purpose 

microarchitecture improvements (F. Pollack, Intel Fellow)

 Leakage power dissipation gets worse as gates get smaller, 
because gate dielectric thicknesses must proportionately decrease

W
 / 
cm

2

i386
i486

Pentium

Pentium Pro

Pentium II

Pentium III

Pentium 4

Nuclear reactor

Technology  from older to newer (μm)

Core DUO

Adapted from 
F. Pollack (MICRO’99) 37



Intel’s Perspective
 Intel’s “Platform 2015” documentation, see 

http://download.intel.com/technology/computing/archinnov/platform2015/download/RMS.pdf

First of all, as chip geometries shrink and clock frequencies rise, 
the transistor leakage current increases, leading to excess power 
consumption and heat. 
[…]
Secondly, the advantages of higher clock speeds are in part 
negated by memory latency, since memory access times have not 
been able to keep pace with increasing clock frequencies.
[…]
Third, for certain applications, traditional serial architectures are 
becoming less efficient as processors get faster further 
undercutting any gains that frequency increases might otherwise 
buy.
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The Power Wall

 Power dissipation in clocked digital devices is related to the clock 
frequency and feature length imposing a natural limit on clock rates 

 Significant increase in clock speed without heroic (and expensive) 
cooling is not possible. Chips would simply melt

 Clock speed increased by a factor of 4,000 in less than two decades
 The ability of manufacturers to dissipate heat is limited though…
 Look back at the last ten years, the clock rates are pretty much flat
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Trivia

 NVIDIA Tesla K80
 TDP: 300 Watts

 Intel® Xeon® Processor E7-8890 v3
 TDP: 165 Watts

 Human Brain
 20 W
 Represents 2% of our mass
 Burns 20% of all energy in the body at rest
 Our entire body, ball park: 100 Watts
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Credit: D. Patterson, UC-Berkeley 41

 Old: power is free & transistors expensive
 New: power expensive & transistors free 

(Can put more on chip than can afford to turn on)

 Old: multiplies are slow & memory access is fast
 New: memory slow & multiplies fast [“Memory wall”]

(400-600 cycles for DRAM memory access, 1 clock cycle for FMA)

 Old : Increasing Instruction Level Parallelism via compilers, innovation (Out-of-
order, speculation, VLIW, …)

 New: “ILP wall” – diminishing returns on more ILP 

 New: Power Wall + Memory Wall + ILP Wall = Brick Wall
 Old: Uniprocessor performance 2X / 1.5 yrs
 New: Uniprocessor performance only 2X / 5 yrs?

Conventional Wisdom
in Computer Architecture



 OK, now what?
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Summarizing It All…
 The sequential execution model is losing steam
 The bright spot: number of transistors per unit area going up and up
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Moore’s Law

 1965 paper: Doubling of the number of transistors on integrated 
circuits every two years 
 Moore himself wrote only about the density of components (or 

transistors) at minimum cost

 Increase in transistor count is also a rough measure of computer 
processing performance

http://news.cnet.com/Images-Moores-Law-turns-40/2009-1041_3-5649019.html 44



Moore’s Law (1965)

 “The complexity for minimum component costs has increased at a
rate of roughly a factor of two per year (see graph on next page).
Certainly over the short term this rate can be expected to continue, if
not to increase. Over the longer term, the rate of increase is a bit
more uncertain, although there is no reason to believe it will not
remain nearly constant for at least 10 years. That means by 1975,
the number of components per integrated circuit for minimum cost
will be 65,000. I believe that such a large circuit can be built on a
single wafer.”

“Cramming more components onto integrated circuits” by Gordon E. 
Moore, Electronics, Volume 38, Number 8, April 19, 1965
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The Ox vs. Chickens Analogy

 Chicken is gaining momentum nowadays:
 For certain classes of applications, you can run many cores at lower 

frequency and come ahead at the speed game

 Example:
 Scenario One: one-core processor w/ power budget W

 Increase frequency by 20%
 Substantially increases power, by more than 50%
 But, only increase performance by 13%

 Scenario Two: Decrease frequency by 20% with a simpler core
 Decreases power by 50%
 Can now add another dumb core (one more chicken…)

Seymour Cray: "If you were plowing a field, which would 
you rather use: Two strong oxen or 1024 chickens?" 
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Many-core array
• CMP with 10s-100s low 

power cores
• Scalar cores
• Capable of TFLOPS+
• Full System-on-Chip
• Servers, workstations, 

embedded…

Dual core
• Symmetric multithreading

Multi-core array
• CMP with ~10 cores

Large, Scalar cores for 
high single-thread 
performance

Scalar plus many core for 
highly threaded workloads

Intel’s Vision: 
Evolutionary Configurable Architecture

Micro2015: Evolving Processor Architecture, Intel® Developer Forum, March 2005

CMP = “chip multi-processor”
Presentation Paul Petersen,
Sr. Principal Engineer, Intel 47



Intel Roadmap
 2013 – 22 nm   Tick: Ivy Bridge – Tock: Haswell
 2015 – 14 nm Tick: Broadwell – Tock: Skylake
 2016 – 14nm     “Refresh” Kaby Lake
 2017 – 10 nm    Cannonlake (delayed to 2H 2017)
 2019 – 7 nm
 2021 – 5 nm
 2023 – ??? (your turn)

 Moore’s law moving from 18-24 month cycle to 24-30 
month cycle for the first time in 50 years
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Old School
 Increasing clock frequency is 

primary method of 
performance improvement

 Processors parallelism is 
primary method of performance 
improvement
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 Don’t bother parallelizing an 
application, just wait and run on 
much faster sequential computer

 Nobody is building one processor 
per chip.  This marks the end of 
the La-Z-Boy programming era

 Less than linear scaling for a 
multiprocessor is failure

 Given the switch to parallel hardware, 
even sub-linear speedups are 
beneficial as long as you beat the 
sequential

New School

Slide Source: Berkeley View of Landscape



Implications in the Software Business

 “Parallelism for Everyone”
 Parallelism changes the game

 A large percentage of people who provide applications are going 
to have to care about parallelism in order to match the 
capabilities of their competitors. 

Pe
rf

or
m
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ce

GHz Era

Time     

Multi-core Era

Growing gap!

competitive pressures = demand for parallel applications

Presentation Paul Petersen,
Sr. Principal Engineer, Intel

ISV: Independent 
Software Vendors 
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